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What’s the Value of Your Business? 

 
The value of your business is more than a number. Certainly, if you are thinking about selling 

your business, maybe the only thing you care about is that number, but to your people and 

customers, it is more than that. In fact, it is something that you, as the leader, have been 

portraying to all who have come in contact with your organization, whether you know it or not. 

 

The value I am referring to, here, is not the market value or some number determined by a 

valuation. I am referring to the values that everyone who has an interaction with your 

organization can clearly see and feel in that interaction. Those values include things like honesty, 

transparency, compassion, fairness, integrity, attention to detail, a demand for the highest level of 

quality of product and service, and all the things that differentiate your company from your 

competition that make it easy for others to want to do business with your organization. 

 

The true value of a business is always more than a number. More than 20 years ago, I was CEO 

of a leading flexible packaging manufacturer that had been in business for more than 60 years. 

During the process of due diligence by the acquiring company, their president interviewed me, 

and I clearly remember one conversation and the question he asked: “With all the time and 

money we have spent on this process, we can’t figure out how you have been so successful 

without having the latest, sophisticated business management tools. You continue to make 

money and have customers that have been with you for decades. What do you contribute to your 

success?” 

 

There are plenty of companies using sophisticated business management tools, the latest CRM 

and more that continue to struggle retaining customers and being profitable. In fact, the company 

that acquired the packaging company didn’t listen to me. They ignored my advice and lasted 

only a few years. The most successful companies are the ones who truly understand that business 

is about relationships, those built on trust, on an endeavor that benefits all those involved, and 

that the true value of a company is determined by the person at the top, the one whose values are 
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clearly delineated, disseminated and put in practice throughout the organization. Those values 

determine the true value of an organization. 

 

This column is dedicated to sharing experiences, research, and ideas about great leaders, for 

great leaders. We welcome your comments, questions, and suggestions. 

 

About:   

 

See IRULEtheWorld.com for Karl’s work with individuals (RULE Your World®) and 

organizations (Profit in Harmony®). 

 

For more information or to schedule Karl Zimmer III for an expert media interview, speaking 

engagement, or other appearance on peer pressure, bullying, or leadership principles,  

contact him at Karl@IRULEtheWorld.com. 

 

Karl Zimmer III is a Speaker and Board Certified Hypnotist. He is Advisory Board Chair for the 

International Center for Intercultural Communications at IUPUI, the former CEO of a leading 

packaging company and founder of a limousine company.  

 

His practice, Zimmer Success Group, is in Plainfield, IN. 
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